Graduated compression stockings (GCS) have long been used to prevent deep venous thrombosis in hospitalized patients. The validation of published research findings regarding the use of GCS, and the implementation of practice changes pertinent to medical-surgical nursing are examined.

Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolus (PE) are highly correlated and associated with significant morbidity and mortality (Best et al., 2000; Carroll, 1993; Church, 2000; Geerts et al., 2001; Selby & Geerts, 2000). In its evidence report related to venous thromboembolism, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) states that venous thromboembolism is a major national health problem and is responsible for 50,000 deaths and 300,000 to 600,000 hospitalizations per year in the United States (AHRQ, 2001). Venous pooling, along with other factors, predisposes immobile persons to forming blood clots (Carroll, 1993; Church, 2000). One time-honored measure for preventing DVT and PE is the use of graduated compression stockings (GCS). GCS can enhance venous return, reduce venous distension, and prevent stasis by providing graded compression with the greater pressure applied more distally (Best et al., 2000; Benko, Cooke, McNally, & Mollan, 2000; Church, 2000; Muir, Watt, Baxter, Grosset, & Lees, 2000; Slattery & McCabe, 1993).

Stocking fit is of utmost importance in order for the pressure gradient to be effective. In one study, 98% of the stockings tested failed to produce the ideal pressure gradient and a significant number produced a tourniquet effect that was associated with an increased incidence of DVT (Best et al., 2000; Williams et al., 1996). Also, ill-fitting GCS can cause complications such as ischemic compromise on the heels and feet (Benko et al., 2000; Church, 2000; Kay & Martin, 1986; Merrett & Hanel, 1993) and peroneal nerve injury (Carroll, 1993).

GCS therapy has not been as effective in clinical practice as it has been in research studies, in part because of poor patient compliance (Geerts et al., 2001). Patients complain that the stockings are painful, hot, and itchy. There are two types of stockings: thigh high and knee high, that are typically used in acute care facilities. Several studies have found that in the clinical setting knee-high stockings are as effective as thigh high, safer because they are more often fitted accurately, and more comfortable for the patient (Porteous, Nicholson, Morris, James, & Negus, 1989; Williams et
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In one investigation, thigh-length GCS wrinkled significantly more \((p<0.05)\), and patients reported significantly more discomfort than with the knee-length GCS after only 1 hour of wear \((p<0.05)\) (Benko et al., 2000). Patients and nurses report that knee-high stockings are easier to apply, keep in proper position, and less likely to bind than thigh-high stockings (Benko et al., 2000; Best et al., 2000).

**Statement of the Problem**

The authors’ facility has used GCS for many years. During a recent hospital stay, one of the authors developed two severe pressure ulcers after ill-fitting stockings were applied during a surgical procedure. This experience increased awareness that something as beneficial as GCS may not be as benign as formerly thought, and that the use of GCS was a practice that required closer examination.

Staff perceptions about GCS were gathered and explored. A number of complaints were expressed. Anecdotal reports included a perception that the incidence of GCS-related pressure ulcers had increased. Informally, patients had been heard to complain about how hot the stockings are, how hard they are to apply, and how they twist and feel tight. Nurses complained that patients did not like the stockings. The team decided to investigate the use of GCS in the institution in order to understand the issues more fully.

**Theoretical Framework**

Bloch’s Framework for the Evaluation of Nursing Care (1975) was used as a conceptual framework. Bloch describes a Structure-Process-Outcome model by which to evaluate nursing care. Structure involves the factors of the system and describes the providers of care. Process is what the providers do, or the interventions delivered. Outcomes represent the patient and actual or potential problems as a result of the care provided.

**Structure**

Examining the structure related to the use of GCS at the facility was the first step in the investigation. Structure issues related to GCS use included nursing practice standards, patient education materials, products, and physician orders.

**Nursing practice standards.** Nursing service online policies and procedures were reviewed to determine the facility’s guidelines for using GCS. Clear nursing policies and procedures regarding GCS were not found. The policy instructed staff to refer to the manufacturer’s guidelines for fit and use of the stockings. Although this makes sense since the manufacturer has a chart that describes how to measure the legs and select hose size, the charts were not displayed on any of the units. In addition, the manufacturer includes patient instructions with each pair of stockings, but the package must be opened to read the instructions. Institutional guidelines related to type selection or frequency of removal for observing the extremities were not found.

**Patient education.** The manufacturer includes patient instructions with every pair of GCS. These instructions include information about laundering, the sizes and colors available, and ordering information. Information about how to apply GCS, when to remove, skin inspection, or when to discontinue use is not covered. These instruction cards were often discarded when the package was opened and therefore were not available when patient education was needed. The online patient education sheet provided partial information, but did not provide information about how to apply the hose or information about selecting size.

**Product availability.** Purchasing patterns, product availability to staff, and use patterns were reviewed. The hospital had a contract with one company to provide all GCS. That contract included all sizes (small, medium, large) in all lengths (short, regular, long) in both styles (knee high and thigh high) for a total of 19 sizes. However, when GCS purchases for January to December 2000 were analyzed, only “regular” lengths were being purchased by the hospital. When asked, the purchasing manager stated that no one had ever requested additional sizes. When nurses were asked why they had never requested other sizes, they stated that they thought no other sizes were available at the institution.

The storage of supplies was problematic. Unit supplies are kept in a locked computerized storage system on each nursing unit. These storage systems have a limited capacity and cannot store all 19 varieties that are manufactured by the company. The range of sizes stocked was different on every unit, including those units with similar patient populations. Of particular surprise were the units that stocked a single size. One unit stocked only large thigh highs while another stocked only medium knee highs. Most of the units stocked thigh highs in a greater variety than knee highs. If the hose were not stocked on the unit, the nurse needed to know what sizes were available and call central supply to get the appropriate size delivered.

Another “stock” issue concerned measuring tapes. While a supply was available in central supply, tapes were not routinely stocked in the storage units. This made proper measurement and fit of stockings even more difficult for the staff.
Physician orders. At the facility, physicians use a computerized system to enter their orders. This system has automatic prompts for many order sets, such as for orders for DVT prevention. Physicians may also place orders individually (they can enter a single order for GCS). Physicians are prompted to screen all patients for DVT risk when initial admission orders are entered into the computer. The protocols attached to that screening recommend GCS for most of our patients. Some protocols or order sets specify knee high, some thigh high, but most do not specify a length.

Process

Next, actual unit practices were studied.

Nursing practices. Fifteen nurses from all units were interviewed. Very few of the nurses were able to verbalize a rationale for selecting knee versus thigh-length stockings. Only two of the nurses said that they measured the patient’s leg to determine size. There was no consistency related to removal, skin inspection, and assessments of GCS use. When asked when they actually remove GCS, only 33% of the nurses said that they removed the patient’s skin. Most assumed that hose were removed at bath time; however, most of the institution’s patients are not bathed by the registered nurse. Therefore, the RNs actually did not really know if the unlicensed assistant or the patient knew that the hose could or should be removed at that time. A review of documentation showed that an assessment of the lower-extremity skin or circulation often was not done.

Physician practices. It was noted that surgical residents tended to over order (for example, patients who were completely ambulatory with no obvious risk factors sometimes had orders for GCS). Medical residents were inconsistent about including GCS in their DVT prophylaxis. Physician interviews revealed that surgeons considered GCS to have more therapeutic value than medical physicians. All physicians considered determining appropriate fit to be a nursing measure. Physicians assumed that nurses removed the hose regularly to assess for complications, but did not know when or how often.

Outcomes

Finally, the results of the care provided with respect to GCS were examined.

Patient report. On a single day, the charts of all patients on 12 medical-surgical units were reviewed. Of these 151 patients, 34 had orders for GCS. The number was a surprise; it had been assumed that a larger proportion of the patients were at risk for DVT and would have had GCS orders. Of the 34 patients with GCS orders, stockings had never been applied or had been removed because they were no longer necessary in 8 of the patients.

Of the remaining 26 patients, interviews and a brief assessment on 23 of the patients were performed. Only 2 of the 23 patients could report undergoing any assessment prior to the removal of GCS. Sixteen patients had thigh-high hose. Of those with thigh highs, 8 complained of a problem with fit (too short, too long, or they roll down), and 8 reported discomfort (hot, itchy, or painful). Two of seven patients with knee highs complained of problems with fit, and one complained of discomfort. Only 16 patients (4 knee high and 12 thigh high) had their hose on at the time of the assessment. Five patients with thigh highs and two with knee-highs needed a hose size that was not available. Five had wrinkled hose (all thigh high). Seven with thigh-high and one with knee-high hose had a tourniquet effect at the knee. Skin assessment of all 24 patients revealed 14 pressure ulcers (most were stage I); several patients had more than one pressure ulcer. Four pressure ulcers were on heels, three on tops of the feet, and seven at an area of tourniquet effect. Although the sample size was far too small to demonstrate statistical significance, it supports the data from several studies as well as anecdotal observations that there are many concerns regarding the use of GCS in actual practice.

Discussion

GCS therapy is not the low-risk intervention that it is commonly believed to be. To ensure therapeutic benefit, a number of conditions must be satisfied. The patient must have the appropriate fit, which necessitates having all sizes available. Nurses must follow standardized protocols for measuring, applying, and assessing for potential complications. Finally, patients must be willing to wear the garments as ordered.

Suggestions and interventions. Recognizing the seriousness of this problem, identified issues in the areas of structure, process, and outcomes were addressed.

Structure

Nursing practice standards. The online policy was revised to include guidelines for:

- Size selection
- Frequency of hose removal
- Hose application
- Nursing assessment and documentation

Patient education. The current online fact sheet was determined to provide adequate information on GCS that could be supplemented by the nurses with information from the nursing policy.

Product availability. The value analysis committee at the facility
reviews all requests for product purchases for cost, effectiveness, and clinical efficacy. They reviewed the team's request and the literature, and decided to purchase all eight sizes of knee-high GCS and to eliminate thigh highs.

The storage space for supplies on the nursing units is an ongoing problem. Since the computerized storage system on many nursing units does not have space for all eight sizes plus paper tape measures, two options were offered. The units could choose to keep no GCS in their supply area, but could have nursing staff measure the patient and then order the appropriate size from central supply. Alternately, the units could choose to store all eight sizes, but only if they had the space for all eight in their storage system. All units would be expected to stock measuring tapes. These recommendations were presented to the nursing quality management committee and to the entire nurse manager group. Both groups supported the recommendations.

Physician orders. It was recognized that physician orders for GCS would need to change. The information systems department was notified that computer orders for thigh high would be deleted. Another way to change the nursing practice pattern and to increase physician awareness of potential risks was to add computer orders for GCS to include frequency of removal, reportable observations, and discontinuation criteria. This concept was discussed with the nursing quality management committee and was enthusiastically endorsed. In addition, each time an order for GCS is entered, a sizing chart with fitting instructions is generated on the unit printer.

Process

Changing practice patterns was the most difficult aspect of this effort. As noted above, several systems were modified to ensure change and to make the desired practice path of least resistance. Several educational mechanisms were used to communicate with the nursing staff including fliers, a one-page in-service, posters on each unit, and an article in the nursing newsletter.

Studies are in process at this time at other facilities that question the effectiveness of GCS in various patient populations (AHRQ, 2001; Muir et al., 2000). These studies will undoubtedly influence physician ordering practices in the future.

Outcomes

In evaluating the use of GCS, the primary issue is, of course, patient outcomes. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of tracking patient complications, the actual incidence of GCS-related complications was unknown. Many caregivers did not recognize the potential complications of GCS and tended to use their time to assess other patient concerns. The team hopes to refocus the nurses’ assessments for patients with GCS. Outcomes that can and will be monitored to ensure practice changes include ordering patterns, purchasing patterns, patient satisfaction, and nursing knowledge.

Conclusion

Nursing staff needs constant encouragement to examine critically bedside practice, and to strive to provide evidence-based care. This study is one example of how that idea was put into practice. A seemingly benign, even traditional practice was questioned, and a change in practice, supported by literature and by a nursing team’s investigation, was implemented.

Many unanswered questions regarding the use of GCS remain. Potential areas for future research include: What is the direct role of GCS in DVT prevention? Is once-a-shift removal and assessment adequate to avoid complications? Are patients having additional complications that only become apparent after discharge?

While the use of GCS seems without risk, this intervention is associated with hidden dangers, as was discovered in clinical practice. Ill-fitting GCS can be a direct cause of DVT and pressure ulcers, as well as patient noncompliance with treatment. It is important that all nurses:

- Measure legs with a tape measure to ensure correct fit of GCS.
- Assess the lower extremities regularly.
- Recognize potential complications.
- Intervene early with the occurrence of complications.

Providing knowledgeable care at the bedside is key to preventing serious, possibly deadly, complications, even with a treatment as well known and routine as graduated compression stockings.
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